
Considering a

Remodel?

See your space in 3D before

you build it!

Save MONEY on your remodel

by having great plans.

WHAT’S MY FIRST STEP?
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FIRST  THINK ABOUT HOW YOU WANT TO CREAT YOUR NEW SPACE
The information you share will help you discover the role the space plays in your life.  

Consider how you are using the current space and how the it meets, or falls short of, your needs.

How quickly do you want to finish this project? What is your timeline? 

Is your main goal to increase resale value or to update for your personal needs?  

Full remodel or face lift?

INVESTMENT RANGE

What investment range are you comfortable with?
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AFTER 

THAT

Have you ever imagined what a room would look like if you had it remodeled?  Chances are, you envision it in 3D!  That’s why 3D is part of 

our preplanning stage.  Our 3D Designs have been very effective in helping clients save time and money by showing them exactly what they 

are getting before the start of a project.  This allows us to DESIGN WITHIN YOUR INVESTMENT RANGE. We can help you design your space to 

not only be practical and functional, but captivating and elegant as well.  Here is a guide to help you start to create your dream 

space using our 3D Design.  Answer a few simple questions, then we can help you make it a reality.  

Let’s get started.



NEXT  WORKSHEET:  3D DESIGN GOALS

How many people live in the home? 

What space would you like to remodel and see in 3D?

What is the purpose for this remodeled space?

How do you envision using 3D Design to create your space? What do you want to see?

What existing features do you wish to keep?  What features do you wish to remove?

We recommend getting your inspiration from Houzz.com and sharing your ideas with us! 

*Colors, Materials, Textures, Furniture, Accessories, etc.*
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1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

6.)

7.)

8.)

9.)

10.)

THEN  Create a “wish list” for your space:  (consider colors, textures, etc.)
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AFTER 

THAT

11.)

12.)

13.)

14.)

15.)

16.)

17.)

18.)

19.)

20.)



NEXT  DRAWINGS

Original Existing floor plans drawn to scale of the arrangement 

of your home.

Do you have any drawings of the existing house that you can 

share with us?  We will make copies and return the originals to 

you. Or Send to:  Info@GordonReese.com

Do you have record of any past permits?’

Did you know?...

1.)  3D Design can help cut down on changes after construction 

has begun.

2.)  Design review boards generally respond positively to 

presentations that include 3D.

3.)  It helps you avoid paying for work you don’t want.

4.)  You will be able to virtually walk into your space from any 

side of the room, so you will know what your finished space will 

look like.
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AFTER 

THAT



Adequate Lighting

Adaptable Layout

Practical for Children & Elderly

Access to Shade

Appropriate Walking Surfaces

Contrasting Colors

Water-Saving Plumbing

Built-In Appliances and Cabinets

Grab Bar and Adjustable Shower

This is the practice of designing all 

spaces to be aesthetic and usable to 

the greatest extent possible by 

everyone, regardless of age, ability, or 

status in life.

LASTLY  UNIVERSAL DESIGN
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$500 CREDIT

ON YOUR REMODELING JOB
Some restrictions apply * Call for Details

CONTACT US TODAY:

Gordon Reese Construction, Inc.

O:  925-885-3770

F:  888-739-2150

Info@GordonReese.com

www.GordonReese.com
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#3dDesignSelfie
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Imagine Yourself Here
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